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About This Game

Nineteen-year-old Yuu can’t stand his younger sister, Otoko, and the feeling is mutual. It’s been almost a year since Yuu saw her
last, having escaped his dreary home town to study in the bustling city, but with the advent of New Year’s he finds himself

obliged to return to his family to celebrate.

Unfortunately, Yuu’s absence has not softened his younger sister, and Otoko is just as sullen and surly as ever before.

Finding the atmosphere at home unbearable, Yuu decides to escape once more — not to the city this time, but to his
grandmother’s snowy, secluded village.

The reunion between grandson and grandmother starts normally at first… until one moonlit night, when the pair witness a star
streaking through the sky.
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The following morning, Yuu enters the kitchen, still half-asleep, to discover...

“Who are you? What are you doing in my grandmother’s house?”

...that his grandmother has transformed into a cute young girl!

What is the reason behind his grandmother’s drastic change? Will Yuu be able to restore her to her original self? And why is she
so adorable?!

Story by ebi-hime, author of Sweetest Monster, Blackberry Honey, and The Way We All Go

Around 50,000 words of text (approx 3-4 hours of reading)

Detailed background and character art

A custom OST

1080p display

A kinetic story with no choices or branches

A very cute grandmother!!!
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a winter's daydream

This is a good app and it works just fine. It does what it is suppose to. No problems on my end for the most part. I use the full
version.

On that note: If you get a zero score then the test failed for some reason. Try to rerun it a few times before getting irate and even
in that case post a comment in the discussions if you can't figure out how to fix it yourself. You will most likely get a response
pretty quickly within reason.

The issues that I have had with this program, 3DMark, and VR Mark were due to running 3rd party overclocking utilities,
drivers updates (in this case resetting the drivers or changing one thing in the NVIDIA control panel fixed the issue for me), or
having hardware monitoring selected in the options of the 3Dmark app itself.

I have been running these benchmarks for weeks and months and these apps work just fine outside the things I just said which
were not actually the apps fault.

The negative reviews are bogus.. I must say, that this is rather, well, Dissapointing
Firstly, the whistle is absolute GARBAGE
The textures seriously need some reworking in-cab.
Outside looks nice enough, and it was nice of them to include two models of the engine as well as the tender.
I seriously dought that RSC\/DTC actually did anything to this model before re-releasing it!
The chuff sounds, as well as most other sounds on the loco, are copied DIRECTLY off of the default Kuju European Assets
steam locomotives...

All i can say is, at least I bought it on sale and only wasted 10 bucks on it!

I was going to buy the LNER Black Flying Scotsman instead, but chose this one... All i can say is BUY THE FLYING
SCOTSMAN!

Would I recommend this? No, I would not. Not unless RSC does some work to it, or it is DIRT CHEAP!. This is Grid 2, but
with trucks. Trucks you can mod and customize. Customize'o'plenty. Don't go and get your hopes up for a realistic driving
experience. This is a fast blast with nitrous and the added twist of being rewarded for literally destroying your on track
opponents.

TL:DR
Instructions confusing, got balls stuck in ceiling fan.. Great game. Warning: Difficulty curve isn't steep, but has a really high
height. It looked interesting from the first time i saw it. And it didnt disappoint! The world, colors and microbes look class. It's
very cool how they evolve and change. I was surprised with a huge variety of different species and evolution of your creature
depending on what 'food' you eat. I got sucked in!. 1 unique weapon, 1 reskin of a gun you already have. 1 new optic which has
the same sight as the COGA scope but 1x zoom. Some cosmetics.

For 99 cents, it might be worth it. While the machine pistol (the unique weapon) is functionally similar to the other machine
pistol already in the game, the greeneye scope is an extremely useful sight. I hope that helps you make an informed descision,
since Splash Damage didn't actually tell you what is in the dlc. Not a must have by any means, but I found it worthwile.. Good
game for noobs in programistic. Amazing game.Definitely one of the BEST RPG maker games i ever played.Definitely at my
top 3 favorits now :)
The story is amazing,sooo sooo many items ,weapons and potions and staff too have and to find and take and trade WOW ...etc
...
Really great game.
10/10. For being a short game and just a 'taste' of what may come, I must say I really enjoyed this game. That being said I'll start
reviewing it.

GRAPHICS:
+I like the level design a lot. Very fantasy like and it really immerses you in the game. Keep it like that!
.. That's about it really.
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STORY:
+The story was decent. Of course you'll be left out with more questions than answers. But the story is good enough for you to
play through the entire game.
+I did like them adding side quests, although there are only 1 or 2 it's something that could make this VR game more unique.
-It is very clich\u00e9 and most of it was to be expected before it even happened. I like stories with suprises though this one did
not give me one.
+-CAN SOMEONE SHUT THAT B* UP WHEN I AM NOT IN THE MOOD TO CONTINUE THE STORY! Thanks in
advance :)

MUSIC:
+ It fits the environment and it is beautifully done!

GAMEPLAY:
Phew okay here comes the interesting one.
+Horses. The horses were weird at first but I loved using it during my playthrough! Of course if you're sensitive about such
movements then this game is really not for you.
+-Your magical powers can sometimes be quite clunky.
-The boss battle was terrible and confusing. It just doesn't make any sense. I even got him to glitch through a rock :O

Overall it's a good start for a game. I look forward for the full version!

7\/10 + 0.1 for being a free game.
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I hate this game. It has absolutly no unique ideas in the anti-game genre and you can get the same experience from just playing
something free on miniclip or itch.io. To all those who said it didn't work or couldn't get it to activate, you need to redeem the
CD key for the season pass in the additional content menu in game. Go to your library>right-click Trials Fusion>Click CD
Keys>Copy Season Pass CD key to keyboard>redeem in-game via additional content menu.. a promising intro that took me
back to my C64 gaming days was quickly crushed with the poor controls, choppy performance (sure, give me a retro game, but
at least make it playable) - a totally pointless nostalgia cash-in... for a minute there I thought this would be a step back in time to
a simpler gaming time... instead we get poorly implemented, imprecise chopiness... avoid.. Raises your euphoria level up high.. I
really enjoyed the playthrough of this game.

For sure, it's not a AAA title, but consindering it's done with such a small team this is great quality and well worth the money.

The graphic style is charming, the voice acting is good and the puzzels make sense.
Well you could say they make maybe a bit to much sense, because the difficulty overall is what I would consider as easy.

You 100% get what the trailer is suggesting: a charming old school point & click adventure with a solid story and likeable
characters. I can absolutely recomend this game!

Some light critique:
- some screens are 99% pointless
- the future part feels a bit rushed compared to the medival part. We mounted this on a shared Vive that is used for educational
purposes here at the University of Minnesota. This means there may be more than one review that comes from this location as
students and faculty experience this game.

This review is from Rebecca, who is a staff person and who has a fair amount of console gaming experience (Playstation
mostly).

This is unlike any VR or console gaming experience I've played. The integration of different artistic styles and references is an
aspect I really enjoyed. The journey through the levels is pretty straightforward if you are familiar with most gaming cues, but
there is no narration or specific path to follow, which means you can replay it a number of times if you wish.

I look forward to seeing what other journeys in VR this developer is able to create. I think the sense of whimsy combined with
art history has a real appeal.

Update 1.0.1:
Update 1.0.1 is now available.

Improvements:

- Improved Upgrade Damage Options
- Kick Players button is now available

. Particula Thanks for voting for us!:
Thanks for voting for us!

You guys are awesome! 
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